Between the Lines of the Bible

Yitzchak Etshalom initiates readers into the world of the New School of Orthodox Torah
commentary in a series of compelling studies of Genesis. Over the past few decades, Orthodox
Jewish scholars have carefully embraced many of the methodologies of modern Bible study.
History, archeology, linguistics and many other disciplines - especially literary analysis - can
serve to enhance our understanding of the Book of Books. Traditional students have much to
gain by utilizing all of the tools available in studying the Divine word. However, this
burgeoning genre of scholarship has been almost entirely in Hebrew. In this book, Yitzchak
Etshalom provides the first English introduction to the methodologies of the New School. In a
number of popular essays, Etshalom analyzes the familiar stories of the Bible and
demonstrates the powerful tools of modern Torah commentary. In the process, Etshalom
undermines many of the arguments of biblical critics and defends the Torah, through literary
and historical methodologies, against attacks.
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Reading between the lines will help track the authors train of thought. Why should we capture
the train of thought of a Biblical author? An author will develop the (KJV): Our letters have
been straightforward, and there is nothing written between the lines and nothing you
cant Yitzchak Etshalom received rabbinic ordination from the Chief Rabbinate of Jerusalem,
and is an educator and a leading teacher of Tanakh in North America. He is the author of
Between the Lines of the Bible: Exodus and Between the Lines of the Bible: Recapturing the
Full Meaning of the Biblical Text. Yitzchak Etshalom initiates readers into the world of the
New School of Orthodox Torah commentary in a series of compelling studies of the Between
the lines of the Bible has 5 ratings and 1 review. rivka said: Ive been meaning to read this for a
while, especially since Rabbi 2 Corinthians 1:13-23 Dont try to read between the lines or look
for hidden meanings in this letter. Were writing of us as Read verse in The Message Bible. 8 min - Uploaded by Speak LifeOur 5th phrase as we travel through the Bible: And Behold, It
Was Very Good READING Reading Between the Lines. Many phrases in the English
language have originated from the Bible, such as given up the ghost, or Pride comes before a
fall.Reading Between The Lines (formerly BibleWorkbench) is a lectionary based
life-centered biblical resource designed for small group education in church and this post
goes out to any active jehovahs witnesses who are either actively engaged in or simply lurking
the topics on this web site. my wife is a - 6 min172: The Desire of All Nations Reading
Between the Lines Our 172nd phrase as we travel
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